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Green, Scott

From: Paul and Linda Stevens <stevenspl@live.com>
Sent: Friday, June 28, 2013 7:27 AM
To: Paul H. Stevens
Subject: CONNECTING:  Harper's on AP Part 6; Editorial Talking Points; Neal Ulevich 

remembers Ed White; Oklahoma City bombing photos; Photos of empty seat; Editor 
defends summer guide; NY Post and gay marriage

Colleagues, 

Here are some items of interest. 

Our Harper’s Monthly serial on the AP of the 1860s continues with this installment from Claude Erbsen: 

<<...>>  

Valerie Komor shares the latest Editorial Talking Points: 

Editorial Talking Points    -    June 17-23, 2013  
 
 

WOMEN IN COMBAT: Before U.S. military officials 
were to brief members of Congress on plans to 
move women into combat, AP had already reported 
the news. In fact, Pentagon correspondent Lolita 
Baldor had been working the story since January.  
 She knew the military considered opening 
thousands of combat jobs to women and kept 
asking how it would work. An Army source 
explained how the Rangers, Green Berets and Delta 
Force would gradually be integrated. Baldor then 
prodded Navy officials about adding women to the 
storied SEALs. Baldor quoted from Defense 
Secretary Chuck Hagel's memo telling the services 

to move ahead, and reported that women may be able to start training as Army Rangers by 
July 2015 and as Navy SEALs a year later.  
 The bulk of the nearly 240,000 jobs currently closed to women are in the Army, 
including those in infantry, armor, combat engineering and artillery units that are often 
close to the battlefront. Some of those jobs not involving special operations forces are to be 
opened over the next two years. To round out the package, Baldor added glances on the 
history of women in combat and the physical requirements for an Army Ranger.  
http://bit.ly/17BJhts 
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FACEBOOK TERRORISM: AP was exclusive in 
reporting how Facebook and other social 
networking sites are being used to recruit and 
radicalize Islamic militants in Indonesia. The 
story resonated around the world.  It focused on 
Sefa Riano, who was arrested while allegedly on 
his way to bomb the Myanmar Embassy after 
posting threats on his Facebook page under an 
alias. In recent updates he told his parents 
goodbye and stated ominously, "God willing, I will 
take action at the Myanmar Embassy, hope you 
will share responsibility for my struggle." It ends 
with a yellow smiley face.   
 AP Jakarta newswoman Niniek Karmini was the first to obtain access to the page and 
the identity of the suspect. William McCants, a former U.S. State Department analyst who 
studies online Islamic extremism for the U.S.-based Center for Naval Analyses, told AP that 
governments in many countries "are just waking up to the fact that the conversation (about 
extremism) is moving to newer social media platforms." 
  The day the AP broadcast the story, it was picked up by at least 75 different news 
websites and by hundreds of newspapers around the world the next day. Among those that 
used the story was the Jakarta Post, Indonesia’s largest English-language daily. 
http://abcn.ws/1cp8Dro 
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Ed White Remembrance by Neal Ulevich 

As you know, former Saigon bureau chief Edwin White will be inducted in September into the Missouri 
Newspaper Hall of Fame in his home state. 

Our newest Connecting member, photographer Neal Ulevich, worked with Ed in Vietnam and provided this 
photo and a remembrance of his former AP colleague. The photo by Neal was taken aboard the USS Okinawa 
helicopter carrier after evacuation from Saigon. Walking toward camera are former AP Saigon photographer 
Rick Merron (left) and Ed White. Both were in the evacuation from embassy roof.  

<<...>>  
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By Neal Ulevich 

6/26/2013 

Ed and I were on the wayward bus, one of the last buses ostensibly part of an evacuation plan, as Saigon 
descended into chaos that April day.  The North Vietnamese were at the gates. Panic reigned.  The bus was 
meant to take us to evacuation helicopters at Tan Son Nhut airbase, but the word quickly spread the base was 
closed, in flames, no longer an exit point.  The bus drove around. And around.  A lengthening queue of cars 
and vans filled with Vietnamese followed, assuming our driver knew where to deliver us.  They were mistaken. 

We went to the Saigon river docks. No boats there for evacuees, just growing anger, desperation and chaos.  A 
Japanese-American TV correspondent who erred by stepping off the bus was nearly killed.  The bus driver 
floored it – and ran over Vietnamese who were desperate to get on board.  

At another brief stop Keyes Beech, Chicago Daily News correspondent and one of Ed’s contemporaries, found 
a telephone and called the CIA at the embassy.  They told Beech to have the driver deliver us to the back of 
the embassy.  We got off the bus and waded through a Vietnamese mob desperate to climb over the wall – 
Marines on that wall wouldn’t permit that.  But the Marines pulled us up and over with strong arms and 
outstretched hands.  I was desperately photographing as we moved our way toward the wall.  

A calm, self-assured CIA agent met us on the other side. He had a .45 ACP pistol in his waistband. He pointed 
to the embassy and within a staircase leading to the roof, and helicopters landing every few moments to take 
evacuees away.  The brief journey – and for us the war – ended on the deck of the USS Okinawa helicopter 
carrier a half hour later.  

I’ve read that Ed regretted not staying. AP’s pruning of staff to a tiny core was probably a mistake.  Ed White’s 
perfect journalistic skills would have made for more great reporting, the raw stuff of history. But the journey 
by wayward bus and departure from the US embassy roof in Saigon gave him perspective and first-hand 
experience in what was for America the last, and decisive, moment. 

-0- 

A surprisingly sad story behind an already famously sad photo 

http://apple.copydesk.org/2013/06/25/a-surprisingly-sad-story-behind-an-already-famously-sad-photo/ 

I asked former Oklahoma City bureau chief Lindel Hutson for his take on this story, since he directed coverage 
of the Oklahoma City bombing in 1995, and he wrote: “It's reasonably correct, although there seems to be an 
implication the photos were one and the same. They definitely were not. Both were shot from quite a ways 
back. The photos were both enlarged and Porter's image was much clearer. I saw Porter's negatives which also 
included pictures of a policeman handing the baby to the fireman and a couple of other images. LaRue's 
mistake was peddling the image, as the story says, for t-shirts, etc. The mother was deeply distressed and 
Oklahoma Natural Gas was embarrassed and sued. As the story says, LaRue lost both his job and rights to the 
image. Not sure what has happened to him. To his credit, Porter used the photo for news value and not 
commercial purposes. Here's a link to a site which has more information. Most of it looks correct, although 
they say Porter took his photos to AP Photo Editor Wendel Hudson. I never heard of the guy: 
 
http://www.famouspictures.org/oklahoma-city-bombing/ 

http://apple.copydesk.org/2013/06/25/a-surprisingly-sad-story-behind-an-already-famously-sad-photo/
http://www.famouspictures.org/oklahoma-city-bombing/
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And here’s a link to the Cracked story: 

Six images that ruined lives of people they made famous 

http://www.cracked.com/article_20513_6-images-that-ruined-lives-people-they-made-famous.html 

Paul 

-0- 

When Photographs of an Empty Airplane Seat Become the News  (Shared by Bob Daugherty) 

http://petapixel.com/2013/06/26/when-photographs-of-an-empty-airplane-seat-become-the-
news/?utm_source=feedburner&utm_medium=email&utm_campaign=Feed%3A+PetaPixel+%28PetaPixel%
29 

-0- 

Santa Fe Reporter editor defends controversial Summer Guide cover  (Daugherty) 

http://jimromenesko.com/2013/06/27/santa-fe-reporter-editor-defends-controversial-summer-guide-cover/ 

-0- 

Of course, New York Post can’t be bothered with gay marriage   (Daugherty) 

http://jimromenesko.com/2013/06/27/new-york-post-cant-be-bothered-with-gay-marriage/marriagefronts/ 

http://www.cracked.com/article_20513_6-images-that-ruined-lives-people-they-made-famous.html
http://petapixel.com/2013/06/26/when-photographs-of-an-empty-airplane-seat-become-the-
http://jimromenesko.com/2013/06/27/santa-fe-reporter-editor-defends-controversial-summer-guide-cover/
http://jimromenesko.com/2013/06/27/new-york-post-cant-be-bothered-with-gay-marriage/marriagefronts/
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